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Meeting Objective
Agenda:

I. Multimodal Strategies
II. Parking Strategies
III. Intersection and Corridor

Recommendations
IV. Next Steps

Objective:
To discuss the results of the recent
RAMP Committee survey.
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Multimodal Strategies
Survey Results
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Multimodal Strategies | Objectives Overview

4

Advance mobility through intentional coordination.11

22

33

Create strategies to provide policy and programs to improve multimodal transportation
and safety throughout the Resort Area. These will help guide project identification,
prioritization, and design tradeoffs and decisions.

44

55

Make safety a priority.

Recognize the uniqueness of the Resort Area.

Make the best use of the Resort Area’s existing transportation system.

Find creative ways to deliver results.
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Advance mobility through intentional coordination.11
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 1.1 Appoint a Resort Area Transportation and Mobility Coordinator to oversee inter-
department and community coordination. 3.4

Strategy 1.2 Enhance internal and external coordination related to mobility decisions. 4.2
Strategy 1.3 Provide an annual (or bi-annual) State of Resort Area Mobility update. 3.9

Strategy 1.4 Require right-of-way dedication along Atlantic Avenue, Pacific Avenue, and the
Ocean Connectors through redevelopment projects. 3.8

• Need to improve coordination of mobility decisions in the Resort Area.
• Some general confusion about what the strategies refer to.
• Need for efficient and effective coordination of stakeholders, investors, businesses, departments.
• Strategy 1.4 is an administrative overreach on private property.
• Question | Is Strategy 1.1 to be accomplished with new or existing staff?

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority

Committee
Discussion
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Make safety a priority.22
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 2.1 Promote street and intersection designs that protect the system’s most vulnerable
users and minimize serious injuries and deaths. 4.8

Strategy 2.2 Monitor state legislation that would allow the City to use automated enforcement of
traffic laws and, when possible, implement in the Resort Area where practical. 3.9

Strategy 2.3 Launch a recurring (annual or bi-annual) distracted movement campaign. 3.3

Strategy 2.4 Improve and prioritize public safety response. 3.9

• What is a distracted movement campaign?
• All modes of transportation should take priority over cars.
• Primary concern is enhanced safety of pedestrian, bicycle, and vehicle traffic.

Most concern in heavily used areas.
• These strategies seem beyond the goals of the RAMP.

Highest
Priority

Summary of
Comments

Committee
Discussion
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Recognize the uniqueness of the Resort Area.33
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 3.1
Enhance multimodal transportation experiences for visitors, employees, and
residents in the Resort Area, including options for those who are attending special
events.

4.5

Strategy 3.2 Provide multimodal travel options for the numerous 10-minute trips that occur
throughout the Resort Area. 4.3

Strategy 3.3 Manage vehicular speeds for safety and efficiency for the unique mix of Resort Area
users by balancing tradeoffs between travel time and safety. 4.3

Strategy 3.4 Use appropriate measures of effectiveness for the Resort Area when evaluating
potential transportation projects. 4.1

• Who makes the decision when evaluating transportation projects (Strategy 3.4)? Clarify what these are.
• Traffic Engineering & Operations is handling Strategy 3.3.
• Need to designate and rebrand the area to signify arrival at a special area.
• Need a multidimensional transportation alternative (i.e., trolley) to strengthen

connections between businesses and destinations. Parking is one of the primary
complaints of residents.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority

Committee
Discussion
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Make the best use of the Resort Area’s existing transportation system.44
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 4.1 Develop a Resort Area wayfinding program that promotes active travel for visitors,
employees, and residents. 4.3

Strategy 4.2 Expand availability of real-time transportation and parking information throughout the
Resort Area. 4.3

Strategy 4.3 Allocate traffic signal timing based on priorities for travel modes and corridors. 4.1

Strategy 4.4
Create initiatives such as a Bicycle Friendly Business that bring awareness to
multimodal options in the Resort Area and incentivize the use of non-vehicular
modes.

3.9

• Question | Is Parking Management working on improving parking information?
• Question | Strategy 4.3 is under Traffic Engineering/Operations. Is there a problem?

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Find creative ways to deliver results.55
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 5.1 Leverage quick-build and pilot projects to demonstrate mobility improvements. 4.3

Strategy 5.2 Use technology and data to prioritize investment decisions and track results. 4.3

Strategy 5.3 Pursue new funding and implementation options. 4.4

• Question | How have these strategies worked for other municipalities?
Securing funding is key.

• Base decisions on costs and return on investment. Make the Resort Area safer for the
primary users, not prioritizing pass-through traffic.

• Use technology to make decisions about mobility.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority

Committee
Discussion
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Parking Strategies
Survey Results
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Parking Strategies | Objectives Overview

11

Provide more parking in locations of identified need.11

22

33

Strategies to guide parking policy and assets that leverage mobility improvements by
supporting parking inventory, access, and parking management.

44

55

Improve the access to parking in the Resort Area.

Manage parking demand by adjusting where and how much people pay
to park.
Manage the curbside zone along Atlantic Avenue to maintain the
intended use of the right-of-way.
Maximize parking supply by managing demand and making it easier for
people to transition between travel modes.
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Provide more parking in locations of identified need.11
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 1.1 Distribute parking spaces throughout the Resort Area to avoid concentrating parking
in specific areas that leads to increased road congestion. 3.6

Strategy 1.2 Increase parking inventory and distribution of parking in partnership with
development community. 4.3

Strategy 1.3 Build additional public parking with Atlantic Park Phase 2 (South Block). 4.0

Strategy 1.4 Construct a parking garage to support the Virginia Beach Convention Center, Sports
Center, special event parking, employee parking, and future development plans. 3.9

• All are equally important. Most important is getting people from parking to destination.
• Question | What would it look like to implement Strategy 1.1?
• New Parking: Strategy 1.3 is already in development agreement for Atlantic Park. Should not wait for Atlantic Park

Phase II to build parking; immediate problem of overflow into neighborhoods. “People mover” system might help.
• Parking structure at Convention Center may not be a good investment.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Improve the access to parking in the Resort Area.22
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 2.1 Use technology to implement a frictionless parking system with payment kiosks, QR
codes, video analytics (e.g., license plate recognition), and mobile payment options. 4.3

Strategy 2.2
Partner with a vendor(s) to provide mobile payment options for both on-street and
off-street parking with a goal of including as many private off-street parking facilities
as possible.

3.9

Strategy 2.3 Install a dynamic parking wayfinding system to guide visitors to available parking. 4.4

Strategy 2.4 Implement a dynamic parking reservation system that would allow customers to use
technology to reserve a parking space at a destination on demand. 3.2

Strategy 2.5
Improve a park-once philosophy by expanding mobility options to better connect
people to destinations rather than an exclusive focus on connecting cars to
destinations.

4.3

• Focus needs to be on residents and visitors, not just visitors (Strategy 2.3). Focus on people. Integrate parking near
beaches.

• Are these strategies in addition to what Parking Management Department is doing?
• Park once philosophy should be the most important.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Manage parking demand by adjusting where and how much people
pay to park.33

ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 3.1
Expand on-street paid parking into neighborhoods using a meterless (pay-by-
phone) system with exemptions for Residential Permit Parking (RPP) holders
and their guests. See Strategy 5.3 for how to invest additional net revenue.

2.8

Strategy 3.2 Revise parking rates with demand-based pricing. 3.2

Strategy 3.3
Evaluate a tiered parking rate structure for on-street parking whereby users
parking more than two hours pay a substantially higher rate to encourage off-
street parking use.

3.5

Strategy 3.4 Require pay-by-plate customers who move to a new parking space to pay again
at the current hourly price. 3.1

Strategy 3.5 Revise the existing RPP to incrementally remove all businesses/employees from
acquiring RPP parking permits. 3.0

• Multiple comments express resistance to Strategy 3.1 from residents; employees are okay.
• Dynamic pricing models are a good way forward. One idea to use higher pricing the closer to the central beach area.
• “None of the above” was the most popular response to “which strategy should be the top priority?”

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Manage the curbside zone along Atlantic Avenue to maintain the
intended use of the right-of-way.44
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 4.1 Evaluate emerging technologies such as “smart” loading zones along Atlantic
Avenue and its side streets. 3.8

Strategy 4.2 Continue to evaluate ways to automate Atlantic Avenue on-street enforcement
through cameras and mailed citations. 3.3

Strategy 4.3 Employ a dedicated enforcement officer to monitor illegal use of curbside zones
along Atlantic Avenue. 3.3

Strategy 4.4 Maintain consistency of the curbside zones to reduce confusion for motorists,
bicyclists, pedestrians, and other users. 4.3

• Prioritize drop off and pick up zones to encourage business patronage. Too few parking spots on Atlantic to make an
appreciable increase in customers.

• Question | Strategy 4.3 may be unnecessary. Do other similar areas use this strategy?
• Policies are too confusing. Idea: free curbside parking on Atlantic Avenue October 1-April 15.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Maximize parking supply by managing demand and making it easier
for people to transition between travel modes.55
ID Strategy Average Rating

Strategy 5.1 Establish a transportation demand management (TDM) program to better
accommodate people who walk, bike, ride transit, or carpool. 3.8

Strategy 5.2
Explore Mobility as a Service (MaaS) solutions to integrate parking and mobility
options within the Resort Area to limit the number of applications and simplify the
customer mobility process.

3.9

Strategy 5.3
Create a Parking Benefit District through which revenues gained from the additional
paid on-street parking can be reinvested into neighborhood infrastructure (e.g.,
sidewalks, lighting, and pedestrian and bicycle safety improvements).

3.5

• The committee needs to discuss Strategies 5.1 and 5.3. It would be helpful to explain TDM and the Parking Benefit
District.

• How much funding will be needed to accomplish these strategies?
• MaaS is a great idea, especially for events. Broadens the capacity of non-Atlantic business to attract and foster

clientele
• Question | Terms need to be defined.

Summary of
Comments

Highest
Priority
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations
Survey Results
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations

18
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1. Where will the raised islands
be located?
A) See slides 20 and 21

1. Bike/ped friendly.
2. Reduce speeds to reflect

entrance into a special resort
community.
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These renderings were
developed in the Resort
Gateway and Pacific Avenue
Corridor study. The lane
configurations depicted are
slightly different than what’s
being recommended in
RAMP, but they show a
general representation of the
project intent and gateway
opportunity.

21
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1. Who has the right-of-way?
A) Pavement markings
indicate that bicycles yield to
pedestrians. Virginia code
states that no pedestrian
shall enter or cross in
disregard of approaching
traffic. Existing city code
lacks clarity. VBPD and
Kimley-Horn to provide more
detail at RAMP meeting.

2. What is the current width?
A) Approximately 10-feet

1. Concern about loss of green
area.
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1. Consider leaving crosswalks in
current locations.

The relocated crosswalks
with refuge islands provide a
significant safety benefit to
pedestrians only crossing
one direction of traffic at a
time.

They supplement the raised
median recommendation
which may slow vehicle traffic
through lane narrowing and
vertical traffic calming
elements. These
recommendations enhance
the multimodal safety that
experiences many crossings
to the VB Trail.
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1. What are the extents?
A) Applies to each block between
Cypress and Pacific

2. Why aren’t there
recommendations for Pacific Ave?

A) Pacific Ave is included in the
intersection
recommendations.

3. What are done with left and right
turn lanes?

A) Curb extension creates the
beginning of the turn lane.

1. Sense of arrival into resort space.
2. Lower speed limits.
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Parks Ave to
Mediterranean Ave

Mediterranean Ave
to Pacific Ave

These renderings were
developed in the Resort
Gateway and Pacific Avenue
Corridor study. The lane
configurations depicted are
slightly different than what’s
being recommended in
RAMP, but they show a
general representation of the
project intent and gateway
opportunity.
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1. Section is utilized by cycling
enthusiasts. An off-street path
may help with traffic flow.
A) Will discuss at meeting.

1. How much parking is lost and
what is its usage?
A) 18 spaces

2. Can parking be saved by only
putting median at the
intersections?
A) Refuges will only be at
intersections and parking must
be removed.
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These renderings were
developed in the Resort
Gateway and Pacific Avenue
Corridor study. The lane
configurations depicted are
slightly different than what’s
being recommended in
RAMP, but they show a
general representation of the
project intent and gateway
opportunity.
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1. Post lower speed limit at
Rudee Inlet Bridge and here.

2. One of the scarier
intersections along Pacific
Ave.

1. What can be done to ensure
motorists know this is a
bike/ped friendly area?
A) Will discuss.

2. Can lanes be shared?
A) Not on Pacific Ave. We will
discuss at RAMP meeting.
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1. Needs to be a slowing of
motorist speed and emphasis
on a bike/ped friendly area.

2. Reduce traffic speed to 25
MPH.
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1. Is this in addition to the current
Pacific Ave improvements?
A) Yes. The advance yield
markings provide a yield
point on the roadway for
motorists.

2. Is the No. 2 a different yield
sign?
A) Yes. It supplements the
yield markings. See the left
photo on Slide 31 for a
representation of the sign,
markings, and a vehicle
appropriately yielding.
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations
New Concepts | Advanced Yield Markings

31

Safety Benefits

25%
Reduction in pedestrian crashes

Purpose

• Better visibility of the crossing
area and of the pedestrian.

• Improved ability for pedestrian to
see multiple lanes of oncoming
traffic.

• Increase yield to pedestrian
compliance.

Estimated Cost

Low
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1. Is there adequate right-of-way
for left-turn lanes?
A) No. Right-of-way would
have to be purchased

2. Will the Atlantic Park site be
presented under a different
format?
A) The properties along
Pacific Avenue are private
property; therefore, Atlantic
Park Phase 2 is not depicted
here. Atlantic Park will be
shown on other report
graphics.
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1. Consideration for welcoming
gateway.

2. Increased or automated
enforcement for stop on red
compliance.
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1. Is the recommendation for left-turn
lanes in both directions?

A) Only NB; 22nd St is one-way

2. Is there adequate right-of-way?

A) No. ROW is required.

3. Does this address pedestrian
safety?

A) The curb extension will
shorten crossing length and
scramble will allow crossings to
any corner.

1. Good recommendations as this
intersection suffers like 21st St.
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1. This an opportunity to create an
E/W bike crossing outside of
pedestrian crosswalk.

1. How does this improve sight
distance?

A) The markings encourage
drivers to stop in advance of the
crosswalk. This helps
pedestrians see non-yielding
vehicles and drivers better sight
lines of a pedestrian that may be
blocked by a yielding vehicle in
the adjacent lane. See Slide 31.
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1. Wouldn’t this be addressed
with Atlantic Park?
A) No. Atlantic Park
improvement limits are
Pacific Ave.
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1. Is this recommendation
consistent with the proposed
Atlantic Ave improvements?
A) Yes.

2. What are the impacts to the
existing trolley lane?
A) This would be completed
with the Atlantic Ave project
so the multimodal lane will be
considered.

Note: In the interim, flex
posts or other devices can be
used to create this curb
extension without impacting
the trolley lane.
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1. Interesting option if there is
adequate right-of-way.

2. Slowing speeds will greatly
enhance. Neighborhoods may
want to view these.

3. Fantastic idea.

1. How would bicyclists
navigate?
A) They could navigate with
traffic or use the crosswalks
that typically include raised
crossing islands. See
example on Slide 39.
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations
New Concepts

39

Safety Benefits

44%
Reduction in total crashes

Purpose

• Improves safety for all modes at
locations where a traffic signal is
not warranted.

• Smaller footprint than traditional
roundabout to limit adjacent
property impacts.

• Speed management.

Estimated Cost

High

Mini Roundabout
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1. Which direction is one-way?
A) Southbound into
Shadowlawn.

2. Why add an ADA ramp?

A) Existing sidewalk stops
near Zeke’s Beans and
Bowls. ADA compliance and
accessibility should be met
with addition of the
crosswalk.
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1. Please explain “RRFB”.
A) Pedestrian warning sign
with high-intensity flashing
beacon that’s activated by the
pedestrian.

2. Please clarify “active
transportation lanes”
recommendation.
A) “Active transportation lane”
is a traditional bike lane like
what’s proposed on 17th

Street. They’re recommended
here for connectivity between
VB Trail, neighborhoods, and
Marshview Park. No street
widening is needed.
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1. How does eliminating a left-
turn improve capacity?
A) The capacity issue is
created because traffic does
not use both lanes due to
short merge, and vehicles
can only turn on the green
arrow. Eliminating one lane
will allow a flashing left-turn
arrow after the green arrow
and more vehicles can be
processed on the yield phase
due to low northbound
Birdneck Road volumes.
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1. Please explain and discuss
pedestrian safety with adding
crosswalks in these locations.
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations
New Concepts

44

Safety Benefits

32%
Reduction in total crashes

Purpose

• Enable pedestrians to focus on
crossing one direction of traffic at
a time.

• Requires pedestrians to face
oncoming traffic before their next
crossing.

Estimated Cost

Medium

Staggered / Offset Crosswalks
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1. Please explain the leading
pedestrian interval and other
technical pedestrian
recommendations.
A) See Slide 46. Additional
clarity can be provided if
needed.

2. Is redevelopment of this
intersection part of the “Wave”
development?

A) Not associated.

3. Is this intersection already
funded as Phase 2 of 17th Street
projects?

A) Phase 2 of the project ends
at Birch Lake Road.
https://www.vbgov.com/govern
ment/departments/sga/projects
/Documents/d9093_CIM_EXHI
BIT_P2.pdf
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Intersection and Corridor Recommendations
New Concepts

46

Safety Benefits

60%
Reduction in pedestrian crashes

Purpose

• Provide pedestrians a head start
when crossing a signalized
intersection.

• Opportunity for a pedestrian to
establish presence before
concurrent vehicle phase is
provided a green indication.

Estimated Cost

Minimal

Leading Pedestrian Interval (LPI)
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1. Please explain the Arena
design plans.

Will explain on the call, but they
generally consist of the following:

A) Two right-turns at the I-
264 off-ramp.

B) Two left-turns at 19th St.
by making Birdneck Road
two through lanes to
Virginia Beach Boulevard.

C) Shortened pedestrian
crossings with median
refuges.

1. Can the 130-foot crosswalk be
improved?
A) Requires major
intersection reconfiguration.
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Thank You!
RAMP Committee Meeting #14

December 16, 2021


